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Abstract: Machine Learning has completely transformed health care system, which transmits
medical data through IOT sensors. So it is very important to encrypt them to protect patient data.
encrypting medical images from a performance perspective consumes time; hence the use of an
auto encoder is essential. An auto encoder is used in this work to compress the image as a vector
prior to the encryption process. The digital image passes across description function and a decoder
to get back the image in the proposed work; various experiments are carried out on hyper parameters to achieve the highest outcome of the classification. The findings demonstrate that the combination of Mean Square Logarithmic Error as the loss function, ADA grad as an optimizer, two
layers for the encoder, and another reverse for the decoder, RELU as the activation function generates the best auto encoder results. The combination of Mean square error (lose function), RMS
prop (optimizer), three layers for the encoder and another reverse for the decoder, and RELU (activation function) has the best classification result. All the experiments with different hyper parameter has run almost very close to each other even when changing the number of layers. The
running time is between 9 and 16 second for each epoch.
Keywords: Auto encoder, IoT, Image encryption, Artificial Neural Network. Machine Learning

1. Introduction
Health care systems use IoT sensors to collect patient’s data from the cloud to analyse the data for giving useful recommendation. Unfortunately, IoT servers suffer from
hacking [1][2][3] regularly, hence encryption is needed for such type of data [4][5]. Several techniques are developed for image encryption [6] using different algorithms like
Chaotic Based Artificial Neural Network which has a complex design and neural network-based stream image encryption which is expensive in run time.
Data set :Our dataset is extracted from the clinical PACS database within the National Institutes of Physical fitness Clinical Center and consists of ~60% of all informed
chest x-rays in the particular hospital.
Auto encoders: Auto encoders are basic learning circuits aimed at transforming inputs into outputs with the least amount of possible distortion.
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Figure.1: Structure of auto encoder.

Figure1 shows AEs that consist of an input layer and a layer of output that are connected by one or more hidden layers. AEs have the same number of units for input and
output. The goal of this network is to recreate the input by converting inputs into outputs
in the simplest way possible so that the input is not very distorted. In AEs, the training
method requires minimizing reconstruction errors, i.e. the output and input showing the
minimal difference. The structure of a standard AEE is described in Figure 1[16].
Transfer data on the IoT network is unsecure practice that needs a lot of effort to be
done to secure all the stages of transferring data. Machine learning or deep learning is a
very powerful tool in the field of security. The image encryption transforms an original
image to the encrypted image in which people cannot recognize contents in the original
image.
In this work, we focus on decreasing the amount of time needed for training and
testing the model. Simply this can be accomplished by designing the neural network as
an auto encoder to solve those issue. This paper used auto encoder [7][8] which is a
convolution neural network to compress the x-ray image, after which a specific function
is executed for encryption to secure the sent image. On the other side for decryption the
reverse of the encryption function is used and decoding is also required to get the original image back with some accepted loss in its features. In this paper we will discuss the
effect of the hyper parameter [9] of the auto encoder also the encryption function on the
image loss and how can it be accepted through classification algorithm. The classification
algorithm used is a Convolution Neural Network [10][11]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives related work. Section 3 introduces the proposed methodology. Section 4 focuses on the results that have been achieved in this paper. And finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. EXISTING METHODS
In previous studies [12], using Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE) and chaotic logistic
map, an application of image compression and encryption is suggested. Experiments
show that this application is viable and successful. It can be used simultaneously on the
internet for picture transmission and picture safety. It has established a five-layer SAE
model. In [13] a method of X-ray image compression is presented based on a Recurrent
Neural Networks Convolution (RNN-Conv). During implementation, the proposed architecture can provide variable compression rates while requiring each network to be
trained only once for a particular X-ray image dimension. In [14] a learning-based
method of image compression that uses wavelet decomposition is provided as a preprocessing stage. The proposed convolution auto encoder is trained end-to-end to
achieve a target bitrate smaller than 0.15 bits per pixel across the complete CLIC2019 test
range.
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A new method of representation learning is proposed in [15] which describes unknown attacks more predicatively, enabling supervised methods of identification of
learning-based anomalies. Specifically, to learn a latent representation from the input
data, the author created three regularized versions of Auto Encoders (AEs). The bottleneck layers of these regularized AEs will then be used as the new classification algorithm
input features, trained in a controlled way using normal data and known IoT attacks. A
proposed new method of representation learning to more predicatively "describe" unknown attacks, allowing supervised methods of learning-based anomaly detection. Specifically, the author developed three regularized versions of Auto Encoders (AEs) to learn
a latent representation from the input data. They also conduct experiments to explore the
features of the models proposed and the effect on their output of hyper parameters.
3. PROPOSED WORK
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the modified auto encoder. The input is a 200 X
200 image to the encoder. The result feature vector from the encoder represents the input
to the encryption block and gives the output as an encrypted feature vector which is used
by the decryption and makes decryption to it and then decoded to retrieve the original
image. After retrieving the original image. Two layers CNN are used to see how the
change in modified auto encoder hyperparameters can affect the results of the classification stage.

Figure.2: Proposed System Model

The proposed system consists of three layers (three convolution and two max pooling) as an encoder and another three for the decoder.
The first layer in the encoder is the input layer which has 200 X 200 input image, (3,
3) filter, each image has the same padding and 32 nodes. The second layer is MaxPooling2D layer with (2, 2) pool size. It uses (3,3) filter, relu activation function, using the
same padding for the image, and 64 nodes. The third layer is the Conv2D layer with the
same criteria of the convolution layers but has 128 nodes.
The decoder consists of three layers also which is the reverse to the encoder. The first
layer is the input layer of the decoder.The second layer is the conv2D layer with the same
criteria in the convolution layer in the encoder with 128 nodes. Then there is UpSampling2D layer with (2, 2) filter. The third layer is the convolution layer with 64 nodes. The
final layer is the convolution layer with one node and sigmoid activation function.
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Figure.3: Modified Auto Encoder

The figure3 shows the update in the auto encoder. The result feature vector from the
encoder is handled by the encryption as an input. In this stage, an encryption mechanism
used is by adding another image to the sent image and takes the square of the feature
vector as follows.

Figure.4: Sample of the feature vector

In the decryption step, the encrypted image is used and subtracte the added image
from it then takes the square root of it to get the feature vector to be fed to the decoder to
retrieve the original image.

A: Original image

B: Encrypted image

C: Retrieved image

Figure.5: A is the original image B is the encrypted image C is the retrieved image

Figure 5 shows the original image - B is the encrypted image after applying encoding and encryption - C is the retrieved equation after applying the decryption and decoding.

Our algorithm for the x-ray image can be summarized as follow:
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The x-ray image is decoded using a CNN auto encoder.
The encoder output which is encoded matrix is then encrypted by adding it to
another image then use the power function on the feature vector.
In the decryption step the power function is reversed using the square root
function.
The decrypted image is then decoded to retrieve the original image.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The data set consists of 9000 images for training the auto encoder and for the prediction and training of the classifier. Figure 6 shows the number of negative cases is 5800
and positive cases are 3200.

Figure.6: Comparison of Positive and Negative X-Rays

The effect of different hyper parameters like lose function, optimizer, number of
layers, number of nodes, number of epochs, and activation function is examined on the
auto encoder. Some different measure matrices are calculated.
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Figure.7: The mean square error (MSE) and the mean absolute error (MEA) for the different hyper
parameter combination in the auto encoder

Figure 7 shows the different matrices in evaluating the auto encoder like the mean
square error(MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). In the different parameter used
by this research. the combination of the loss function (mean square logarithmic error),
optimizer (ADAM), activation function (relu) and 3 layers in auto encoder model have
given the less MSE and MAE which mean the best result.
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Figure.8: The loss function in different number of epochs (10, 25, 50) for the different hyper parameter combination in the auto encoder

Figure 8 shows the loss function of the auto encoder with different hyper parameters. This loss function is in 10, 25, and 50 epochs. As shown in the graph more than one
combination gives a little loss function as the last five combinations from the right.
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Figure.9: The recall, precision.F1 measure and area under the curve (AUC) for the classifier on the
retrieved images after applying different hyper parameter combination in the auto encoder.

Figure 9 shows the different matrices like recall, precision, F1, and AUC of the classification algorithm after applying different hyper parameters on the auto encoder. In
other words, applying different hyper parameters' on the auto encoder and save the retrieved images from the auto encoder then try to classify it using another CNN classifier
to see the effect of the different hyper parameters on the classification step.
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Figure.10: The training accuracy and the test accuracy of the classifier on the retrieved images after
applying different hyper parameter combination on the auto encoder

Figure 10 shows the training and the test accuracy of the classification algorithm on
the images from the auto encoder also for different hyper parameters.
Table1: The results of the best auto encoder

A

B
Epoch.no

MSE

MAE

Lose

10

9.3314e-04

.022

9.3314e-04

25

4.7267e-04

.015

2.2814e-04

50

2.5894e-04

.011

1.2790e-04

Mean square logarithmicerror As the lose function, ADAgrad
as an optimizer, two layers for the encoder, and another reverse
for the decoder, he used relu as the activation function. The run
time per each epoch is 10s.

T.acc Te.acc recall
73.08

69.74

.478

Precision

F1

AUC

.461

.154

.523

C

D

E

Table 1 shows the combination with the best auto encoder results. The upper row
shows the matrices of the auto encoder. The second row shows the matrices of the classi-
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fication. A show the loss parameter of the training and validation iterations the loss in the
training is decreasing by increasing the epochs also in the validation set. B shows the
mean square error is getting decrease when increasing the epoch's number also the loss
and the mean absolute error getting decrease. In the second row, C shows the different
parameters of the classification (which is not the best one). D shows the confusion matrix
of the classification stage which shows the performance of the classification model and
the relation between the predicted and the actual values. E shows the iterations in the
classification step.
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Figure.11: The roc curve of the classifier on the retrieved images

Figure 10 shows the roc curve which shows the classification algorithm with reflects
of different hyper parameters on the classification result. The mean square logarithmic
error lose function, ADAGRAD optimizer, relu activation function and two CNN(
MSLE+ADAGrad+relu+2 layers) have the best curve mean square logarithmic error lose
function, ADAM
optimizer,
relu activation
function and two
CNN
(MSLE+ADAM+relu+2 layers) and mean square logarithmic error lose function, ADAM
optimizer, relu activation function and five CNN (MSLE+ADAM+relu+3 layers).
5. CONCLUSION
Simulation of the proposed Auto encoder for real time IoT systems by Combining
Hyper parameter is validated and the effect of different parameters on the auto encoder
and the matrices of the classification algorithm is done. From this investigation, we concludes that changing the algorithm hyperparameters may affect the algorithm matrices
and the number of epochs also. The results shows that by increasing the number of
epochs decrease the loss function but by increasing the number of layers does not increase the evaluation matrices. The optimizer (ADAM and ADAGrad) gives the best re-
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sults when applying on the auto encoder with relu activation function and loss function
Mean Square Logarithmic error. An early stopping can gives good results also.
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